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ABSTRACT
Over the last decade, automatic emotion recognition has become

well established. The gold standard target is thereby usually calcu-

lated based on multiple annotations from di�erent raters. All related

e�orts assume that the emotional state of a human subject can be

identi�ed by a ‘hard’ category or a unique value. This assumption

tries to ease the human observer’s subjectivity when observing

patterns such as the emotional state of others. However, as the

number of annotators cannot be in�nite, uncertainty remains in

the emotion target even if calculated from several, yet few human

annotators. The common procedure to use this same emotion target

in the learning process thus inevitably introduces noise in terms

of an uncertain learning target. In this light, we propose a ‘soft’

prediction framework to provide a more human-like and compre-

hensive prediction of emotion. In our novel framework, we provide

an additional target to indicate the uncertainty of human percep-

tion based on the inter-rater disagreement level, in contrast to the

traditional framework which is merely producing one single pre-

diction (category or value). To exploit the dependency between the

emotional state and the newly introduced perception uncertainty,

we implement a multi-task learning strategy. To evaluate the feasi-

bility and e�ectiveness of the proposed soft prediction framework,

we perform extensive experiments on a time- and value-continuous
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spontaneous audiovisual emotion database including late fusion

results. We show that the soft prediction framework with multi-

task learning of the emotional state and its perception uncertainty

signi�cantly outperforms the individual tasks in both the arousal

and valence dimensions.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems→ Sentiment analysis; •Human-centered
computing → Human computer interaction (HCI);

KEYWORDS
Emotion recognition; Perception uncertainty modelling; Multi-task

learning; Long short-term memory

1 INTRODUCTION
Automatic Emotion Recognition (AER) is of extreme importance

for achieving natural and friendly Human–Machine Interaction

systems in the real world, since it enables machines to well under-

stand humans’ spontaneous a�ective state just as human beings do

[2, 6]. Over the past decade, numerous research e�orts have been

made to build an e�ective and robust recognition model, leading to

a great achievement in the �eld of AER [13, 17, 25].

However, one of the long-standing concerns in AER is how to ap-

propriately indicate the emotional state, which is mainly caused by

the human observer’s subjectivity when perceiving the emotional

state of others [15]; indeed, AER di�ers from many other pattern

recognition tasks that hold a ground truth, such as face recognition

and automatic speech recognition. To obtain the authentic emo-

tional state for emotion modelling, the widely employed approach

in the AER research community is to obtain a gold standard. It

requires multiple annotators to perceive a same human expression

by audio and/or video, and then merges these perceptions (or, an-

notations) made from these annotators into a unique (‘hard’) label,

i. e., a category for a classi�cation task or a value for a regression

task.



To fuse multiple annotations into a gold standard, several ap-

proaches have been introduced with the purpose of fostering a

reasonable estimate of emotion. Among them, the most straightfor-

ward way is by performing majority voting or calculating the mean

or median values among all available annotations to represent the

gold standard [19, 31]. Despite the simplicity, this method is not

stable when annotators show huge disagreement [31]. For this rea-

son, more sophisticated approaches have been deployed. In [9], the

authors introduced Evaluator Weighted Estimator (EWE), which

considers inter-evaluator agreement to weight individual annota-

tions and meanwhile �lters out unreliable evaluators to improve

the robustness of the results. Additionally, in [49], the authors

presented Canonical Time Warping (CTW) for accurate spatio-

temporal alignment of facial expressions, which accommodates

for subject variability and allows temporal local transformations.

Following this work, more advanced derivations have recently been

proposed and investigated for emotion recognition [26, 50].

Even though the aforementioned approaches try to alleviate the

human observer’s annotation subjectivity via calculating the gold

standard from several annotators, uncertainty remains in the emo-

tion target. From the human perspective, we often apply various

adverbs of degree including “occasionally”, “probably”, and “de�-

nitely” to extend and enrich our views when perceiving emotions.

Furthermore, we also utilise diverse modal verbs such as “might”,

“could”, and “ought” to express the degree of uncertainty accordingly.

Unfortunately, a similar measure in an AER system has seemed to

be missing in the literature so far. In other words, AER lacks an ad-

ditional descriptor to indicate the degree of perception uncertainty,

to picture the whole emotion analysis.

In this paper, we propose a novel framework, aiming at mod-

elling a more human-like and comprehensive emotion analysis.

Distinct from conventional frameworks which merely estimate the

emotional state as a ‘hard prediction’, we extend it to a more hu-

manoid ‘soft prediction’, by o�ering an additional descriptor (or,

indicator/label) to describe the uncertainty of human perception.

That is, not only the emotional state but also its corresponding per-
ception uncertainty are jointly provided for each observed sample.

Besides of this, another motivation of including the perception

uncertainty for AER comes with the fact that, it can well re�ect

the di�culty and complexity of the samples for machine learning,

which was demonstrated in [4] and [30]. In this sense, perception

uncertainty can be interpreted as an indirect con�dence measure

for each prediction [30]. To the best of our knowledge, this is the

�rst e�ort to model the emotional state as well as the perception

uncertainty in the domain of AER.

Speci�cally, we employ an inter-rater disagreement level to sim-

ulate the human perception uncertainty, with an assumption that,

for each sample, the personal perception uncertainty is highly cor-

related with the inter-rater disagreement level. This assumption is

plausible given that individuals with higher con�dence are more

likely to show less disagreement with others [4]. Besides, this as-

sumption also supposes all annotators are reliable enough.

The contributions of this paper mainly include: i) proposing a

novel ‘soft-prediction’ framework, which aims to shape a humanoid

emotion prediction; ii) training jointly a model with two targets (the

emotional state and the newly proposed perception uncertainty) in

a multi-task learning paradigm, so as to improve the performance

of each task; iii) investigating the soft prediction framework for

both audio and video modalities.

In the remainder of this paper, we �rst brie�y introduce the

related work in Section 2. Afterwards, in Section 3 we describe in

detail the soft prediction framework with modelling the perception

uncertainty. We further perform extensive experiments on sponta-

neous audiovisual emotion recognition in both the hard and soft

manners in Section 4. Finally, we draw the conclusion and point

out the potential research directions in Section 5.

2 RELATEDWORK
In the literature, there are some, but not many, relevant works

which attempt to leverage the perception uncertainty in terms of

inter-rater disagreement level. In [16], Karpouzis et al. claimed

to compare the disagreement level among all raters with the one

between the automatic estimation and the gold standard. From

this comparison, one can assess whether the established model

outperforms human raters on average in terms of the perception

uncertainty. To more fairly compare these two kinds of disagree-

ment level, various evaluation metrics were introduced, such as the

sign agreement metric [24] and the intra-class correlation coe�-

cient [35].

Moreover, in [18, 36, 42], the authors built training sets with a low

level of perception uncertainty by di�erent methods, to improve the

reliability of labelled data which further enhanced the performance

of emotion recognition classi�ers to some extent. Rather than for the

naive data selection, perception uncertainty has also been employed

as an informative degree indicator of an instance for active learning

and cooperative learning [46]. For example, researchers in [47] built

a regressor based on the perception uncertainty, which was then

used to automatically predict the disagreement level of unlabelled

data. Those data with median-level uncertainties were then picked

up for manual annotation. Additionally, perception uncertainty has

been considered as well during the human annotation process to

decide how many annotators are necessary to label one sample,

which is termed dynamic active learning [45]. That is, once the

inter-rater agreement level reaches a prede�ned level, the manual

annotation process ceases to reduce human labelling e�ort. Also,

previous work in [39] has indicated that, the inter-rater agreement

level can be predicted to a certain degree.

One most closely related work in the literature is found in [8],

where perception uncertainty was taken into account as an aux-
iliary task, trained together with the normal emotion recognition

task in a multi-task learning paradigm. That is, the perception uncer-

tainty was merely utilised to improve the performance of emotion

recognition. By contrast, in our work, the perception uncertainty

is considered as an individual task, with a comprehensive analy-

sis on both audio and video modalities, and can be learnt either

independently or jointly.

The proposed framework is somewhat relevant to another term

of Con�dence Measure (CM), which was advocated for keeping

track of the reliability of recognition results. For example, in [44],

researchers applied the obtained accuracy on training data of each

classi�er to capture the reliability of each classi�er for a given data-

base condition. In [38], the authors utilised the probabilistic outputs



of classi�ers as the CM to estimate weights when combining the

decisions from multiple classi�ers to achieve a �nal prediction for

every instance. Moreover, in [7], scoring models were developed to

describe the agreement levels for all intended emotional states sep-

arately, and then used to evaluate the reliability of the recognition

results. However, all these approaches were designed to measure

the con�dence level of a model to provide a ‘correct label’, with no

awareness of the uncertainty of the given label itself.

3 PERCEPTION UNCERTAINTY MODELLING
To estimate the soft emotion predictions, the inter-rater disagree-

ment level is calculated to quantify the perception uncertainty apart

from the conventional unique emotion judgement. In other words,

for each prediction, two indicators will be given, i. e., the emotional

state and the perception uncertainty, to pro�le the emotion in a

more humanoid format. Note that, in this paper we speci�cally

focus on the time- and value-continuous spontaneous emotion

recognition from audiovisual signals in an arousal and valence

dimensional space. Particularly, we employ the Recurrent Neural

Networks (RNN) equipped with Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)

blocks as a baseline regressor because of its powerful learning ca-

pability of long-range context and its great success in continuous

recognition of emotion [8, 11, 40]. In addition, its bidirectional ver-

sion, shorted as BLSTM-RNN, is utilised to capture both the past

and the future contextual information.

3.1 Soft Emotion Prediction
In this work, we provide a novel format to describe the emotion

prediction, i. e., a pair of indicators including the emotional state
E and the perception uncertainty σ . Speci�cally, given a feature

vector extracted from one instance as the input, two outputs will be

obtained for the corresponding dimension: (E(A),σ (A)) for arousal,

or (E(V ),σ (V )) for valence.

When training the framework, the emotional state E(i), where

i ∈ {A,V }, is acquired by performing a gold standard calculation

algorithm of EWE [9] as mentioned in Section 1. The selection of

EWE is mainly due to its superior performance to the method of

using arithmetic mean (or median) [31] and its less complex than

the algorithm of CTW [49]. Mathematically, the emotional state

E(i) is computed by

E
(i)
n =

1∑K
k=1 r

(i)
k

K∑
k=1

r
(i)
k e
(i)
n,k , (1)
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e
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n,k , (3)

and

µMLE,(i) =
1

N

N∑
n=1

e
MLE,(i)
n , (4)

where e
MLE,(i)
n denotes the Maximum Likelihood Estimator (MLE)

of the instance n, which is equivalent to the mean value given K
annotations:

e
MLE,(i)
n =

1

K

K∑
k=1

e
(i)
n,k . (5)

The other indicator, the perception uncertainty σ (i), is then rep-

resented by the standard deviation of the K annotations according

to

σ
(i)
n =

√√√
1

K − 1

K∑
k=1

(e(i)n,k − e
MLE,(i)
n )2. (6)

3.2 Bidirectional Long Short-term Memory
Recurrent Neural Network

In general, the BLSTM-RNN structure is composed of one input

layer, one or multiple hidden layers, and one output layer [14]. The

bidirectional hidden layers separately process the input sequences

in a forward and a backward order and connect them to the same

output layer. Compared with conventional RNN, it adopts LSTM

blocks to replace the neurons in the hidden layers. Each block con-

sists of a self-connected memory cell and three gate units, namely

input, output, and forget gate. These three gates allow the network

to learn when to read, write, or reset the value in the memory cell,

respectively. Such a structure grants BLSTM-RNN to learn past and

future context in both short and long range. For a more in-depth

explanation of BLSTM-RNN, the reader is referred to [14].

3.3 Multi-task Learning
To investigate the dependency between the emotional state (E(A) or

E(V )) and the perception uncertainty (σ (A) or σ (V )), in this paper

we apply multi-task learning. In contrast to single-task learning

which has one output node, multi-task learning has more nodes

to match multiple targets (two in our case). With such a learning

strategy, the network might be able to improve the performance

of the task of interest. On the one hand, the network might better

predict the emotional state, as it could learn to pay more attention

to the samples with higher uncertainty. On the other hand, it might

better model the perception uncertainty, as it may bene�t from a

general understanding of the emotional state.

Even though the empirical results presented in [8] indicate that

the performance of perception uncertainty was not improved by

multi-task learning, the perception uncertainty was merely re-

garded as a secondary task in model optimisation. Therefore, we

propose to train two individual networks, with each one concentrat-

ing on one primary target. The only di�erence between them is the

objective function during training. When calculating the objective

function, di�erent weights are assigned to the Mean Squre Error

(MSE) regarding the primary target and to the MSE regarding the

auxiliary target.



Speci�cally, when training the networks in a multi-task learning

manner, a weighted average loss function J(θ ) is calculated by:

J(θ ) = wE ·MSEE +wσ ·MSEσ , (7)

with the following restriction

wE +wσ = 2, (8)

where θ stands for the network parameters, MSEE and MSRσ rep-

resent the MSEs of the tasks of emotional state and perception

uncertainty respectively, which are calculated by their estimations

and their corresponding gold standards, and wE and wσ denote

the weights of each task to regulate their contributions to J(θ ).
The values of wE and wσ are optimised on the development set, by

achieving a best performance of the selected primary task.

3.4 Audiovisual Late Fusion
Since the audio and video modalities are able to provide complemen-

tary information mutually, fusion strategies are therefore frequently

exploited to further improve the prediction performance [11, 41]. In

this light, we conduct a late fusion strategy to combine the output

predictions (either the emotional states or the emotion uncertain-

ties) from audio and video modalities. In this study, the late fusion

is performed with a Simple Linear Regression (SLR) model:

y = ϵ +
∑

γi · yi , (9)

where yi denotes the original prediction with the modality i (audio

or video in our case), ϵ and γi are the parameters estimated on the

development set, and y is the �nal prediction.

4 EXPERIMENTS
This section is devoted to empirically investigating the proposed

soft prediction approach for emotion recognition.

4.1 Data and Features
For our experiments, we utilised the German Video-chat Data-

base within the Automatic Sentiment Analysis in the Wild (SEWA)

project. This database was collected by undertaking spontaneous

video-chats with 64 subjects (32 pairs), leading to a total duration of

approximately 178 minutes. Speci�cally, each pair of subjects had

a remote discussion after watching four given advertisement, and

each discussion session lasted about three minutes. The discussions

were recorded at a video sampling rate between 20 and 30 fps and

at an audio sampling rate of either 44.1 or 48.0 KHz, depending on

the recording devices used by the subjects. The dataset is available

to researchers for non-commercial use at https://db.sewaproject.eu.

Along with the audiovisual episodes and the annotations, acoustic

and visual features are provided as well.

To annotate the dataset, value- and time-continuous dimensional

a�ect ratings with respect to arousal and valence were performed

by six German-speaking raters for all recording sequences. The

obtained annotations were then resampled at a constant frame rate

of 100 ms, and the ‘gold standard’ to present the emotional state

was created with EWE [9] based on the resampled annotations.

Besides, the ‘gold standard’ to denote the prediction uncertainty

was created by computing the standard deviation of all six raters’

annotations as described in Section 3.1. Further, we performed z-

normalisation to rescale the prediction uncertainty to the range

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

perception uncertainty

(a) arousal

0

1
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Figure 1: Distribution of perception uncertainties with re-
spect to the arousal (a) and valence (b) dimensions.

of [0, 1]. The distributions of the perception uncertainties of the

corresponding emotional state in terms of arousal and valence are

illustrated in Fig. 1, respectively.

Moreover, in order to ensure speaker-independence in the ex-

periments, the 64 recordings were divided into three partitions,

i. e., 34 recordings for the training set, 14 ones for development (or

validation), and the remaining 16 ones for test. Therefore, the total

number of the annotated frames in the training, development, and

test set is 55 072, 22 307, and 27 597, respectively.

To graphically demonstrate the meaning of emotional state as

well its perception uncertainty, we took two frame-pairs for ex-

ample from a randomly selected subject in the test set for arousal

(see Fig. 2) and valence (see Fig. 3), respectively. Each pair is with a

similar emotional state value but di�erent perception uncertainties.

When comparing the frame-pairs in rows in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, one

may note that the right frames with higher perception uncertain-

ties sound to show more ambiguity than the left frames with lower

uncertainties from the human perception perspective.

To obtain the acoustic features, we used the established 65 Low-

level Descriptors (LLDs) set from the Interspeech 2013 Compu-

tational Paralinguistic ChallengeE (ComParE) [32], which were

extracted with a frame window size of 20 ms or 60 ms (for di�erent

LLDs) at a step size of 10 ms. The ComParE LLD set consists of

spectral (relative spectra auditory bands 1-26, spectral energy, spec-

tral slope, spectral sharpness, spectral centroid, etc.), cepstral (Mel

frequency cepstral coe�cient 1-14), prosodic (loudness, root mean

square energy, zero-crossing rate, F0 via subharmonic summation,

etc.), and voice quality (probability of voicing, jitter, shimmer and

harmonics-to-noise ratio). Then, the arithmetic mean and the coef-

�cient of variance were computed over the sequential LLDs with a

window size of 6 s at a step size of 100 ms to align with the annota-

tions, resulting in an acoustic feature vector of 130 dimensions for

each functional window.

Finally, to obtain the visual features, the extraction of 49-point

per-frame facial landmark locations were conducted, in line with

the work described in [34]. The detected face regions consist of the

left and right eyebrows (�ve points each), the left and right eyes (six

points each), the nose (nine points), the inner mouth (six points),

and the outer mouth (twelve points). To reduce the variance of

these landmark points, we normalised these points and then down-

sampled the normalised features to an interval of 100 ms again to

align with the annotations.



(a) E (A) = 0.01, σ (A) = 0.01 (b) E (A) = 0.01, σ (A) = 0.12

(c) E (A) = 0.20, σ (A) = 0.17 (d) E (A) = 0.20, σ (A) = 0.37

Figure 2: Illustration of two pairs of frames ((a) vs. (b), (c)
vs. (d)) with comparable emotional states but distinct per-
ception uncertainties in arousal.

(a) E (V ) = 0.08, σ (V ) = 0.17 (b) E (V ) = 0.08, σ (V ) = 0.79

(c) E (V ) = 0.79, σ (V ) = 0.47 (d) E (V ) = 0.69, σ (V ) = 0.70

Figure 3: Illustration of two pairs of frames ((a) vs. (b), (c)
vs. (d)) with comparable emotional states but distinct per-
ception uncertainties in valence.

4.2 Implementation and Evaluation
To construct the BLSTM-RNNs, we employed two hidden layers,

with 240 LSTM cells in each layer. In the training process, the learn-

ing rate and momentum was set to be 10
−5

and 0.90, respectively.

Moreover, zero mean Gaussian noise with a standard deviation of

0.2 was added to the input activations to improve generalisation.

All weights of the neural networks were randomly initialised in

the range from -0.1 to 0.1. All these parameters were optimised

on the development set.Also, the early stopping strategy was used

as no decease of MSE on the development set was observed in 20

successive epochs or the prede�ned maximum number of training

epochs (150 in this case) had been executed. To implement the

BLSTM-RNN models, we utilised the publicly available toolkit of

CURRENNT [43] for the sake of reproducibility. It should be noted

that, an online standardisation was carried out on the features for

both development and test partitions, i. e., the means and variances

of the features were calculated on the training partition and then

used on the two other partitions for standardisation.

Additionally, annotation delay compensation was performed to

compensate for the temporal delay between the observable cues,

as seen in the recordings, and the corresponding emotion reported

by the annotators [21]. In this study, we identi�ed this delay to be

four seconds which was duly compensated, by shifting the ‘gold

standard’ back in time with respect to the audio-visual features for

both arousal and valence.

Further, following the post-processing procedure of predictions

in [12, 28], we applied the same chain of post-processing opera-

tions on the output predictions: smoothing, centring, scaling, and

time-shifting. Likewise, all the post-processing parameters were

optimised on the development set.

For multi-task learning, we investigated di�erent values of wE
and wσ in Eq. (7), ranging from 0 to 2 with an interval of 0.1. For

late fusion, we employed the SLR algorithm (see Eq. (7)) that is

implemented in the WEKA toolkit with default parameters [10].

Note that, all the parameters for multi-task learning and late fusion

were again optimised on the development set.

To estimate the performance of the proposed framework, we

employ Concordance Correlation Coe�cient (CCC) [20] as a main

metric since it has been �rst proposed in [27] and then widely used

for continuous emotion recognition [28, 41, 48]. Formally, the CCC

is calculated by

CCC =
2ρσxσy

σ 2x + σ
2

y + (µx − µy )2
, (10)

where ρ stands for the Pearson’s Correlation Coe�cient (PCC) be-

tween two time series (i. e., estimation and gold-standard); µx and

µy denote the means of each time series; and σ 2x and σ 2y are the

corresponding variances. In contrast to the PCC, CCC takes not

only the linear correlation, but also the bias between the two tem-

poral series, i. e., (µx − µy )2, into account. Hence, the value of CCC

is within the range of [−1, 1], where ±1 represents perfect concor-

dance and discordance while 0 means no correlation. Thus, a higher

CCC indicates a better system performance.

Additionally, in this work we also use Root Mean Square Error

(RMSE) as another metric, which is de�ned as:

RMSE =

√√√
1

N

N∑
n=1
( ˆθn − θn )2, (11)

where
ˆθn and θn are the prediction and the gold standard, respec-

tively, for the instance n with n = 1, ...,N . RMSE has also been

frequently reported in the literatures to assess the capability of a

system for analysing continuous emotion [11, 24, 37]. In contrast to

CCC, a smaller value of RMSE means a better system performance.

To further assess the signi�cance level of performance improve-

ment, a statistical evaluation was carried out over the whole pre-

dictions when comparing two di�erent approaches by means of

Fisher’s r-to-z transformation [5]. Unless stated otherwise, ap value

less than .05 indicates signi�cance.



Table 1: Concordance Correlation Coe�cient (CCC) of the soft predictions (i. e., the emotional states [E] and the perception
uncertainties [σ]) via individual audio and videomodalities, and their late fusion (audio+video), on the development (dev.) and
test sets in the dimensions of arousal (A) and valence (V). Models were trained in single- ormulti-task learning paradigm. The
best achieved CCCs are highlighted.

CCC dev. test dev. test
modality task E(A) σ (A) E(A) σ (A) E(V ) σ (V ) E(V ) σ (V )

audio
single 0.281 0.103 0.234 0.185 0.298 0.075 0.267 0.015

multi 0.356 0.181 0.275 0.246 0.396 0.180 0.292 0.089

video
single 0.386 0.204 0.295 0.171 0.456 0.266 0.402 0.120

multi 0.477 0.276 0.373 0.167 0.588 0.317 0.505 0.153

audio+video
single 0.505 0.195 0.386 0.193 0.502 0.261 0.478 0.111

multi 0.559 0.273 0.450 0.200 0.575 0.235 0.515 0.110

Table 2: Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) of the soft predictions (i. e., the emotional states [E] and the perception uncertainties
[σ]) via individual audio and videomodalities, and their late fusion (audio+video), on the development (dev.) and test sets in the
dimensions of arousal (A) and valence (V). Models were trained in single- ormulti-task learning paradigm. The best achieved
RMSEs are highlighted.

RMSE dev. test dev. test
modality task E(A) σ (A) E(A) σ (A) E(V ) σ (V ) E(V ) σ (V )

audio
single 0.139 0.201 0.116 0.158 0.140 0.193 0.128 0.254

multi 0.140 0.207 0.117 0.162 0.160 0.192 0.155 0.255

video
single 0.126 0.180 0.111 0.166 0.124 0.176 0.109 0.245

multi 0.122 0.175 0.112 0.171 0.138 0.189 0.126 0.254

audio+video
single 0.119 0.178 0.111 0.158 0.119 0.175 0.102 0.247

multi 0.115 0.173 0.105 0.159 0.113 0.176 0.100 0.241

4.3 Experimental Results and Discussion
Table 1 presents the soft prediction results in terms of CCC via

BLSTM-RNN models for the prediction of arousal and valence di-

mensions, whilst Table 2 demonstrates the results in terms of RMSE.

We initiate our analysis on the performance of learning two in-

dicators, i. e., the emotional state and the perception uncertainty

independently. Generally speaking, the system performance with

video modality outperforms the performance with audio in most

cases on both the development and the test sets. This implicitly

indicates the video cues are more informative than the audio ones

on this database. Besides, this observation might be also partially

due to the fact that, part of speech recordings are quiet due to

the silence of subjects or only the speech of the partners; during

these periods, annotations are given merely based on video signals.

Therefore, Voice Activity Detection (VAD) and lip activity detection

should be �rstly considered to extract active audio segments in the

future.

Further, when comparing single-task learning and multi-task

learning, one may notice that, the performance of the latter is

signi�cantly superior to the former in most cases in terms of CCC.

This suggests that the multi-task learning framework is able to

exploit the dependency between the two indicators. Whereas, when

comparing the corresponding RMSE results on audio or video only,

we note that multi-task is not as good as single-task. A rationale

behind this is that the weightswE andwσ in Eq. (7) were optimised

by achieving a higher CCC rather than a lower RMSE.

Moreover, we �nd that the late fusion of the audio and video

modalities (audio+video) signi�cantly improves the performance

of the emotional state recognition on the test set in terms of CCC

(0.295 to 0.386 for arousal, 0.402 to 0.478 for valence). Similar �nd-

ings are also con�rmed in terms of RMSE. Whereas, for perception

uncertainty, we notice that the improvement is not as high as the

one for emotional state in terms of RMSE. This case is even worse

in terms of CCC, mainly due to the employed late fusion strategy

(see Section 3.4 for more detail) that aims to reduce the MSE ut-

most rather than increase the CCC. Meanwhile, owing to the data

mismatch problem between the development and test sets, a per-

formance improvement on the development set does not always

guarantee a similar improvement on the test set. This conclusion is

con�rmed by the results presented in Table 1 and 2. This over�tting

problem can be solved in the future by increasing the size and diver-

sity of training data, and employing more advanced generalisation

algorithms.

Overall, the best performance of the emotional state prediction

on the test set is obtained at 0.450 of CCC for arousal, and 0.515

of CCC for valence when the target was generated by fusing the

audio and video predictions learnt with a multi-task learning strat-

egy. In addition, one can also notice that, the best performance
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Figure 4: Illustration of arousal emotional state (a) and perception uncertainty (c) predictions, and valence emotional state
(b) and perception uncertainty (d) predictions obtained via multi-task learning and late fusion strategies for one single sub-
ject from the test partition. The red lines denote the results of the automatic predictions, and the blue lines denote the gold
standard.

of the perception uncertainty prediction on the test set is poorer,

which implies that learning the patterns from the perception un-

certainty is more di�cult. To further demonstrate the performance

of the soft prediction approach, Fig 4 illustrates the automatic pre-

dictions of arousal and valence obtained in the best settings for

a single test subject. In general, the predictions generated by the

proposed method can capture the trend of the gold standard. Be-

sides, it is shown that the prediction uncertainties change more

rapidly than the emotional state, which consequently gives rise to

a rather tougher task. This might be raised by the various delay of

annotations by each rater during the annotation process.

5 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a novel soft prediction method, towards

providing a human-like emotion analysis for automatic emotion

recognition systems. BLSTM-RNN regressors were utilised to pre-

dict the emotional state together with the perception uncertainty,

via independently or jointly training paradigm. The experimental

results evaluated on a time- and value-continuous spontaneous

emotional database demonstrated that our method can achieve

a promising performance. Moreover, fusing the predictions from

audio and video modalities can further enhance the performance,

indicating its e�ectiveness.

In the future, we will focus on evaluating the proposed method

on more large-scale emotional datasets (e. g., IEMOCAP [3], SE-

MAINE [23], and RECOLA [29]) to further justify its e�ectiveness

and robustness. More recently, deep learning algorithms have at-

tracted tremendous attention and have achieved great success in

the context of machine learning. This will continue enriching our

research topics in the future, by considering diverse deep learning

architectures for the soft prediction framework. Moreover, it is

also possible to exploit soft prediction to tackle other subjective

regression problems, or even classi�cation. For instance, the soft

prediction can be applied to tasks such as music emotion recog-

nition [1], video recommendation systems [33], and predicting

product ratings from review text [22].
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